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LEARN

EXPLORE
Go on a "Treasure Hunt”
Explore how you keep
treasures safe in your
family.

In many classic stories, an
attic full of treasures is the
setting for exciting scenes
of discovery and creative
play. An attic is usually a
place to store things you
Draw a picture of how the
don't use every day, things treasure is safe.
that help you remember
the past, and they are kept
How do you stay safe in
safe stored together.

CREATE
Make a Treasury Box Bank

WHAT YOU NEED:
• Kidsville Treasury box
downloadable pdf
• glue or tape
• markers or crayons
HOW TO:
• Cut out the box template

your car?

An archaeologist studying
the original Parthenon in
Athens, Greece says that
the attic of the Parthenon
was considered a safe
place for treasures.

car seat or seat belt?
fold up shaded
edge on
dotted lines
and glue to
< these sides
after they wrap
over the /\
shape
fold forward on
dotted lines

Where do you keep your
favorite toys?

family pictures safe?

on the computer or in a box?

Where do you keep your
money?
in a box, safe, or wallet?

!
• Fold on the lines
• glue or tape to keep the
“attic” shape
www.kidsvilleonline.org

!
• Decorate as desired
• Use your Treasury Box to
protect your treasure for
something special.

!
!

!

money slot - cut for opening

glue this edge to shaded edge after wrapping over /\ shape

In the exploration of the
toy box or closet?
Parthenon's ruins, the
beams of the attic were
found to be made of large,
strong cypress trees which
could hold very heavy
loads.
How do you keep your
The treasures that were
heaviest and most
important would have
been kept in the attic. The
archaeologists report that
the people of Athens’
heavy treasure was their
money so the Parthenon
attic was like their bank for
keeping money safe.

Kidsville Treasury Box cut around shape, fold on lines, glue shaded edges to attach into triangle shape
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Kidsville Treasury Box cut around shape, fold on lines, glue shaded edges to attach into triangle shape

fold up shaded
edge on
dotted lines
and glue to
< these sides
after they wrap
over the /\
shape
fold forward on
dotted lines

money slot - cut for opening

glue this edge to shaded edge after wrapping over /\ shape
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